Proof of Delivery
Key Features
· Find proof of delivery instantly!
· Electronically speeds up the delivery process.
· Collect signatures on mobile device for proof.
· Search, find, print reports, and email to customer.

Overview

This delivery application by MSS Software is a mobile proof of delivery system that allows the user to collect signatures and other useful information when
delivering packages and items to customers. Ideal for hospitals, manufacturing, businesses, etc. that are making inhouse deliveries to their users. It is
meant to speed the process of deliveries
but at the same time have all the information collected digitally so that this
information can be searched quickly or
printed out in proof of delivery reports.

Mobile Delivery Device

The heart of this system is the mobile
devices, which can be used by the delivery person to collect the necessary information. The process is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Delivery person signs in
Location is entered
Delivered Item # is scanned
Signature of customer is captured
Other fields such as PO# or Memo
are optional
Each record us date/time stamped

Sample screen shot of the main entry form.
By using Proof of Delivery you can provide management with an easy way of looking up deliveries
and providing proof that a delivery was made.

POD Database System

The delivery system also provides the
user with an SQL database system to
store all of the delivery transactions into
so that the records can be pulled up at
any point in time through queries and
printed out into a report. You can also
perform queries/searches by Item, Location, PO, etc.. And view or print out a
report.
Sample screen shot of the signature screen.

Sample screen shot of the full system report.
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